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MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT
Address:

13630 Georgia Ave, Silver Spring, MD 20906

Meeting Date:

12/5/2018

Resource:

Master Plan Site #27/17
(Aspin Hill Pet Cemetery)

Report Date:

11/28/2018

Public Notice:

11/21/2018

Applicant:

Montgomery County Humane Society, Inc.
Tax Credit:

No

Staff:

Brian Crane

(Brian Donnelly, Agent)
Review:

HAWP

Case Number:

27/17--18A

PROPOSAL:
Retroactive Tree Removal, Additional Tree Removal, and Alterations to the Features of
the Environmental Setting

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the HPC approve with three (3) conditions the HAWP application.
1. The applicant shall prepare documentation that should include, at a minimum, a detailed map and
inventory of character defining trees, plantings, gravestones, statuary, fences and other landscape
features that contribute to the overall significance of the historic site and are an integral part of its
environmental setting.
2. The applicant shall prepare a landscape maintenance plan that evaluates the health of trees and
plantings within the cemetery, identifies invasive trees and vegetation, and provides
recommendations for pruning, removal, and replanting as necessary to maintain the
environmental setting and historical character of the cemetery. This plan must be reviewed by
Staff prior to any further tree removal or landscaping as mentioned in the application. Staff
recommends that the inventory and maintenance plan be developed by a landscape architect.
3. The applicant shall use the least disruptive technique for any future tree removal in order to avoid
inappropriate changes to the environmental setting. Use the smallest machinery that can
accomplish the task safely. Avoid moving stones unless necessary. Where it is unavoidable, care
must be used to move stones without damaging them. The original location should be clearly
marked so that it can be returned to its original place and orientation. Spraying herbicides should
be avoided as these can damage gravestones.
ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
SIGNIFICANCE: Master Plan Site designated in 1991
STYLE:
Tudor Revival (main house on site); landscape style is unspecified in the nomination
DATE:
1921
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Excerpt from Places from the Past:
The Aspin Hill Pet Cemetery is one of the largest and earliest pet cemeteries in the country. Richard and
Bertha Birney, breeders of Boston terriers, Scotties, and schnauzers, established a boarding kennel here in
1921. The business included care of health care facilities, described in the 1930s as “the only authorized
animal hospital south of New York”; and a four-acre pet cemetery. Cemetery records, dating back to
1922, document more than 50,000 animal burials. Notable pets buried in the cemetery include seven dogs
that belonged to J. Edgar Hoover; Jiggs, from the Our Gang movie series; and Rags, mascot of the First
Division in World War I “who risked life and limb in the Meuse-Argonne when he crossed enemy lines to
deliver a note to Allied Forces.” President Lyndon Johnson’s dogs were cremated at Aspin Hill and the
remains sent to Texas. The site includes a wide variety of gravestones, animal sculptures, and mature
landscaping. Also on site are a frame chapel, a gable-roof kennel with decorative brickwork, and a 1930s
brick bungalow. The Birneys named their residence and business after a similar kennel in England named
Aspin Hill (in contrast to the local neighborhood of Aspen Hill).

Location of Aspin Hill Pet Cemetery, Outlined in Red.
BACKGROUND:
The subject tree removal and site alterations took place in late August 2018.
PROPOSAL:
The applicants propose the following work items to be approved retroactively:
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Remove fallen logs and branches from the ground throughout the cemetery;
Trim dead branches from several trees; and
Cut down and remove 3 dead or damaged trees.

The applicants propose the following future work items to be approved
 Trim dead branches from several trees; and
 Cut down and remove one dead and decaying tree; and
 Cut down and remove trees of less than 6” dmh.
APPLICABLE GUIDELINES
In accordance with section 1.5 of the Historic Preservation Commission Rules, Guidelines, and
Procedures (Regulation No. 27-97) (“Regulations”), in developing its decision when reviewing a Historic
Area Work Permit application for an undertaking at a Master Plan site the Commission uses section 24A8 of the Montgomery County Code (“Chapter 24A”), the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and
Guidelines for Rehabilitation (“Standards”), and pertinent guidance in applicable master plans. [Note:
where guidance in an applicable master plan is inconsistent with the Standards, the master plan guidance
shall take precedence (section 1.5(b) of the Regulations).] The pertinent information in these documents,
incorporated in their entirety by reference herein, is outline below.
Sec. 24A-8. Same-Criteria for issuance.
(a)
The commission shall instruct the director to deny a permit if it finds, based on the evidence and
information presented to or before the commission that the alteration for which the permit is sought would
be inappropriate, inconsistent with or detrimental to the preservation, enhancement or ultimate protection
of the historic site or historic resource within an historic district, and to the purposes of this chapter.
(b)
The commission shall instruct the director to issue a permit, or issue a permit subject to such
conditions as are found to be necessary to insure conformity with the purposes and requirements of this
chapter, if it finds that:
(1) The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of an historic site or historic
resource within an historic district; or
(2) The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological,
architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an historic
resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the
purposes of this chapter; or
(3) The proposal would enhance or aid in the protection, preservation and public or private
utilization of the historic site or historic resource located within an historic district in a
manner compatible with the historical, archeological, architectural or cultural value of the
historic site or historic district in which an historic resource is located; or
(4) The proposal is necessary in order that unsafe conditions or health hazards be remedied; or
(5) The proposal is necessary in order that the owner of the subject property not be deprived of
reasonable use of the property or suffer undue hardship; [emphasis added] or
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(6) In balancing the interests of the public in preserving the historic site or historic resource
located within an historic district, with the interests of the public from the use and benefit of
the alternative proposal, the general public welfare is better served by granting the permit.
(c)
It is not the intent of this chapter to limit new construction, alteration or repairs to any 1 period or
architectural style.
(d)
In the case of an application for work on an historic resource located within an historic district,
the commission shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historical or design
significance or for plans involving new construction, unless such plans would seriously impair the historic
or architectural value of surrounding historic resources or would impair the character of the historic
district. (Ord. No. 9-4, § 1; Ord. No. 11-59.)
Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation
The Secretary of the Interior defines rehabilitation as “the act or process of making possible a compatible
use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features,
which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.” Because the property is a Master Plan Site,
the Commission’s focus in reviewing the proposal should be the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation. The Standards are as follows:
2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic
materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials
that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity
of the property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that
if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.
STAFF DISCUSSION
The applicant maintains that the trees were removed because of poor health and potential hazardous
conditions. In the application, the owner acknowledges that the property is
in disrepair and overgrown with small invasive trees along the property perimeter and to
a lesser degree within the Pet Cemetery. The Owner intends to restore and rehabilitate the
overall property by removing trees that have been damaged by storms, in poor condition
or declining health, and remove smaller trees (less than 6”) as funding and resources
become available to recreate the park like setting. The Owner requests permission to
remove poor, dead, damaged and invasive trees that may create a hazard to users and
selectively under 6” dbh.
Sheet 1 of the site plans prepared by the applicant indicate 3 discrete areas within the cemetery where
work was performed, including before and after photographs of the removal of dead branches and 3 trees.
Sheet 2 indicates areas where the applicant would like to remove additional dead or damaged trees, and
trees under 6” dbh. In addition to the three structures on site, the plans indicate the location of
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“significant” and “specimen” trees. Areas of other, smaller trees are indicated by general outline of “tree
canopy.” The location of individual grave stones, statuary, fencing and other contributing landscape
elements of the cemetery are not noted. Staff understand that some gravestones were temporarily moved
during work to protect them from damage, and then returned to their original locations.
Although no arborists report appears to have been prepared prior to tree removal, the landscaping
company representative who performed the work states that the trees removed were “obviously dead and
decaying in place.” While clear “before” photographs do not appear to be available for one of the trees
removed, those provided for two of the trees appear to support this assertion. One tree had snapped during
a storm and had already fallen. One of those proposed for removal, Tag #12, is shown on the plan as a
specimen tree, but is clearly dead and decaying in place. There are a number of places in the cemetery
where small volunteer saplings (less than 6” dbh) have sprouted immediately adjacent to gravestones. If
left to grow, these will eventually displace the markers around them, undermining the site’s integrity.
Removal of dead or dying trees is compatible with the character and nature of the historical and cultural
features of the site; aids in its protection and preservation; and is necessary to remedy potentially
unsafe situations. The principle concern is that the work was undertaken without a tree inventory that
assesses the health and condition of trees in the cemetery and that discusses their relationship to the
overall site history and landscape. This makes it difficult to determine whether removal was strictly
warranted in all cases, and whether the site’s environmental setting suffered a loss of integrity as a result.
Likewise, the work suffered from the lack of a map inventory of gravestones, statuary, fences and other
significant landscape elements. While it may have been prudent to temporarily move some gravestones to
prevent their damage in some cases, the absence of a map makes it impossible to determine whether items
were returned to their correct locations. In general, moving stones should be avoided if possible, and tree
work should use the smallest machinery that can accomplish the task safely. Where temporarily moving
stones is unavoidable, care must be exercised to avoid damaging them. The original location should be
clearly marked so that stones can be returned to their original place and orientation.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the Commission approve with conditions the HAWP application under the
Criteria for Issuance in Chapter 24A-8(b), having found that the proposal is compatible with the character
and nature of the historical and cultural features of the site; aids in its protection and preservation; is
necessary to remedy potentially unsafe situations; and is compatible in character with the resource and
the purposes of Chapter 24A;
and with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation;
and with the general conditions that the applicant:
1. Prepare documentation that will include, at a minimum, a detailed map and inventory of character
defining trees, plantings, gravestones, statuary, fences and other landscape features that
contribute to the overall significance of the historic site and are an integral part of its
environmental setting;
2. Prepare a landscape maintenance plan that evaluates the health of trees and plantings within the
cemetery, identifies invasive trees and vegetation, and provides recommendations for pruning,
removal, replanting and other maintenance as necessary to maintain the environmental setting
and historical character of the cemetery. This plan must be reviewed by Staff prior to any further
tree removal or landscaping as mentioned in the application. Staff recommends that the inventory
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and maintenance plan be developed by a landscape architect; and,
3. Prepare to use the least disruptive technique for any future tree removal in order to avoid
inappropriate changes to the environmental setting. Use the smallest machinery that can
accomplish the task safely. Avoid moving stones unless necessary. Where it is unavoidable, care
must be used to move stones without damaging them. The original location should be clearly
marked so that it can be returned to its original place and orientation. Spraying herbicides should
be avoided as these can damage gravestones.
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ASPIN HILL PET CEMETERY· MONTGOMERY COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY
13730 GEORGIA AVENUE, SILVER SPRING
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3820 Aspen Hill Rd.
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City

Wheaton

IStatel
MO

13 0132 0746 KarenWang et al

13607 Athania St.

Sliver Spring MD

130132 166 1 Johnnye Washington

3819 Wendy Ln

Silver Spring MO
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Silver Spring MD
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Silver Spring MD
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Sliver Spring MD
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Silver Spring MD
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Silver Spring MD
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Silver Spring MD
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Wililam Moreno

13 01319918 Mateo & Dora Romero
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Florence Zongo

Rockville

MD

MD

Zip
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Parcel

Lot/ Block

3820Aspen
P716/688
20906 Hill Rd.
13607
20906 Athania St.
3819Wendy
Lot 14/3
20906 Ln
3817Wendy
Lot 10/3
20872 Ln
3815Wendy
20906 Ln
Lot9/3
3813Wendy
20852 Ln
Lot8/3
3811Wendy
209 06 Ln
Lot7/3
3809Wendy
Lot6/3
20906 Ln
3807Wendy
20906 Ln
LotS/3
3805Wendy
Lot4/ 3
20906 Ln
3803Wendy
Lot3/3
2 0906 Ln
136 08 Loyola
Lot 2/ 3
20906 St.
13607 Loyola
Lot 1/ 3
20906 St.
3703Wendy
lot3/l
20906 Ln.
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